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APPROXIMATE FILLING SPEEDS
For 28 diameter filling valve
CONTAINER   BOTTLES PER HOUR
250 ML      4 200
350 ML      4 200
500 ML      4 200
1 LT        2 940
2 LT        2 205
3 LT        1 400
4 LT        1 000
5 LT        850

For 19 diameter filling valve
CONTAINER   BOTTLES PER HOUR
250 ML      2 450
350 ML      2 450
500 ML      2 240
1 LT        1 960

NOTE: Filling speeds may vary as it is subject to bottle design, product viscosity and foaming characteristics.

FEATURES
No electric supply needed
Pneumatically controlled
Adjustable filling bowl height for different bottle sizes
Fitted with conveyor to convey filled bottles
Filling bowl has radii for hygienic purposes
Product level control in tank
Stainless steel welded base
NW50 product inlet
Minimum of two operators required
Pneumatic service unit is fitted with auto draining water trap

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
AIR CONSUMPTION 400lt/min@6bar
CRATED SIZE 650 X 1 300 X 1 750mm
CRATED MASS 120 KG